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How we spend our time?
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phylogeny

actual
science



  

Who is taking mycology as an undergrad?

How can I maximize benefit when 
90% of my students won't be 
mycologists, plant pathologists, 
etc.?

What is really important for them to 
know?
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The CURE: Course-based undergraduate research experience

Benefits:
- Enhanced self-confidence in scientific thinking (Szteinberg and Weaver 2013)

- Development of scientific process skills (Brownell et al. 2015) 

- Increased inclusion in science for unrepresented populations (Bangera and Brownell 2014)

- Improved retention in science and medicine (Hanauer et al. 2012)

1) Element of discovery with novel data 
2) High level of collaboration 
3) Students learn scientific process 
4) Relevant topics with external interest



Mycology is the perfect subject for a CURE!









Sometimes the research 
doesn't work. 

Failure is good and healthy!

Student reflections at the end 
of the semester can synthesize 
learning from "failure"



The day before COVID closure



End of semester poster session



An example project from one team last semester...

"Can you get yeast to evolve greater alcohol tolerance?"
"What fungi are found in urban mammal poo?"
"Do commercial mycorrhizal products actually work?"
"Does order of arrival affect wood decomposition?"

Three students selected this topic and teamed up.
Art 
Pre-dental 
Wildlife biology 



After two weeks of discussion, planning, and 
defending their rationale, the students turn in an 
annotated bibliography (20+ sources) that lays the 
groundwork for their project

They decide to complicate things a bit:

Comparing ADH knockouts to Wild-Type

Google Scholar
Zotero
Sci-hub
Follow the citation trail



They then prepare a grant proposal and submit it to 
the College of Science for internal funding.

Intellectual merit &
broader impacts

Learning outcomes

Methods

Budget

Outcomes

Backup plan



Now, we're waiting for supplies, yeast strains, etc.

But there's plenty of stuff to do!

- Learn to pipette
- Discuss mycology papers
- Practice growing yeast and staying sterile
- Learn to run the plate reader and how to track growth
- Plan for the statistical analyses that we will do
- Learn some R skills and tidy data principles



Supplies arrive!

Students are ready to hit the ground running



The first real problems begin!

...And so does the real learning.

How to interpret data that don't 
make sense?  What's going on?

Sound familiar?

This might be a new feeling for 
them...

WT growth curves under increasing EtOH %



The first real problems begin!

...And so does the real learning.

How to interpret data that don't 
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WTF!?

Rethink
Read more

“Did you take the lab notebook seriously?”



The poster.... the penultimate task



Student Reflections (most important task)

"My career goal is to do scientific illustration, so the only research based experiences I will 
have will be through my undergraduate degree. I realized how important it is to collaborate with 
people with different specialties."

"As a student preparing to attend graduate school, I had very little information regarding how 
academic research was actually conducted prior to this project. This opportunity helped me learn 
about the unspoken details of conducting research, such as how to plan out the budget for a 
research project, and to identify key supplies that will be needed throughout the process."

"This class got me excited for my future as I hope to be a part of research projects in dental 
school. This project has  required me to apply the knowledge I have gained in other classes, in 
order to design the experiment, and make correct calculations"



Student Reflections (most important task)

“[we should do] possible rotations into other groups to learn concepts outside our specific 
research”

“I wish we could have read more papers and talked to more mycologists about their work”

“I wish we could have spent some more time up front learning about fungi before jumping into 
research papers and our projects”



Logistics for a full-semester CURE

- Start with a list of broad topics that you're ready to facilitate  - Describe the goals, potential 

methods, and what skills they will learn!

- Pick groups and projects on day 1 (time is short!)

- Spend quality time with each group (get to know them as people!)

- Have groups share with each other (ideas and materials)

- Keep a bunch of short lessons ready

- Have a contract, but give students a lot of leeway

- Money laundering is useful and good :)

- Find room for fun activities when you can (Guests, paper discussions, classic experiments)

- Assessments based on effort and student reflections



Summary

           +                               -
Introduce full research process to students 
who would never otherwise be exposed to it

Get a wide range of students excited about 
mycology 

Discovery-based research is "real" science, 
as opposed to lab exercises that have set 
outcomes

Failure of some sort is almost guaranteed!

Little time to cover much domain knowledge; 
Nobody will know what a Spitzenkörpor is

Takes getting used to for both teacher and 
students

Assessment of learning is more difficult and 
subjective
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What ideas do you have for incorporating research into 
mycology?

What’s a good balance between domain knowledge and 
scientific training?

How could this work with large course sections?
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